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Abstract

Three-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of turbulent non-premixed flames

including finite-rate chemistry and heat release effects were performed. Two chemical reaction

models were considered: 1) a single-step global reaction model in which the heat release and

activation energy parameters are chosen to model methane-air combustion, and 2) a two-step

reaction model to simulate radical production and consumption and to compare against the single-

step model. The model problem consists of the interaction between an initially unstrained laminar

diffusion flame and a three-dimensional field of homogeneous turbulence. Conditions ranging from

fast chemistry to the pure mixing limit were studied by varying a global DamkShler number.

Results suggest that turbulence-induced mixing acting along the stochiometric line leads to a

strong modification of the inner structure of the turbulent flame compared with a laminar strained

flame, resulting in intermediate species concentrations well above the laminar prediction. This

result is consistent with experimental observations. Comparison of the response of the turbulent

flame structure due to changes in the scalar dissipation rate with a steady strained laminar flame

reveals that unsteady strain rates experienced by the turbulent flame may be responsible for the

observed high concentrations of reaction intermediates.
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Introduction

Turbulent flames are intrinsically difficult to model due to tile strong coupling that exists

between the chemical heat release and the fine scale turbulent motion. Nompremixed flames are

characterized by their internal structure and by the transport of fuel and oxidizer to tile reaction

zone where products of combustion are formed. In the fast chemistry limit, where the rate of

chemical reaction is governed by the rate of mixing of scalars, the assumption of equal molecular

diffusivity between species allows a direct link between the instantaneous reaction rate and the

dissipation rate of a conserved scalar [1]. However, important physical effects such as extinction

and pollutant formation can be successfully modelled only if finite-rate chemical effects are taken

into consideration. Finite-rate effects govern the inner structure of these flames where regimes far

from equilibrium are observed.

Within this framework, the laminar flamelet approach is attractive, since it provides an ef-

fective method by which detailed chemistry can be combined with turbulent simulations. In the

standard flamelet approach, the mixture fraction (Z) and scalar dissipation rate (X) are sufficient

to determine the local instantaneous thermochemical state in the turbulent flow. One limitation of

this approach is that standard flamelet libraries are composed of steady strained laminar flames.

Experimental data [2, 3, 4] suggest that the reaction zone structure of turbulent jet flames differ

significantly from steady strained laminar flames. For instance, measurements show elevated in-

termediate species concentrations as compared to predictions from steady strained laminar flame

calculations. Mauget al. [5] and Barlow and Chen [6] identified certain unsteady strain rate histo-

ries in laminar flame calculations that can contribute to elevations in CO and OH mass fractions

measured in flames. Haworth et al. [7] presented a simple correction to the stretched laminar

flamelet model to account for flame response to unsteady strain effects.

A significant role of direct numerical simulations (DNS) of turbulent combustion is to assess

the importance of various physical mechaa_isms such as transient, differential diffusion, heat release,

and curvature effects. In DNS, all of the relevant flow and reactive scales are solved and, therefore,

no closure model is needed for the small scale mixing and chemical reaction. Both scalar and

vector fields of interest to combustion modelers are attainable from post-processing the numerical

databases. Using this approach, differential diffusion and finite-rate chernistry effects in turbulent

non-premixed flames have been studied [8, 9, 10] with single-step and two-step chenfical reaction

models. In the present paper flame structure data obtained from DNS of turbulent non-premixed
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flames modeled with single- and two-step chemical kinetics models is examined and compared with

predictions from a steady laminar flame established in a Tsuji burner configuration. Although sev-

era] mechanisms could potentially contribute to the experimentally observed higher concentrations

of intermediates as compared to steady laminar flame predictions [6], the emt)hasis ill the present

-, paper is on tile role of transient effects.

Methodology
,,.

In the present DNS approach the compressible reacting Navier-Stokes, energy, and species

equations are solved using an explicit higher-order Parle finite-difference method [11]. The problem

investigated involves an initially one--dimensional laminar, unstrained, diffusion flame interacting

with a three-dimensiona] field of isotropic decaying turbulence. Detailed descriptions of the flow

field, numerical me:hod, and nondimensionalization axe presented in Chen et ai. [8] and Vervisch

[12]. Nonreflecting boundary conditions [13] are imposed in the direction normal to the initial

laminar flame and periodic boundary conditions are prescribed in the other two directions.

Two different Arrhenius chemical kinetics models are investigated in this paper. In the single-

step model (A + B --, P, Model 1), the overall heat release and activation energy parameters are

representative of methane-air combustion. The rate of the global step is varied in order to inves-

tigate conditions that extend from strong (near-equilibrium) chemistry to weak (near-extinction)

chemistry. In the two-step model (A + B _ I, A + I -_ P, Model 2) a radical-like species I is

produced and is subsequently consumed by the fuel species A. The second step proceeds with an

activation energy four times smaller and an entha]py of reaction five times larger than the first

step. This model was chosen to investigate the effect of a fast--diffusing, radical-like species on

flame topology, extinction dynamics, and the influence of turbulence on intermediate radical con-

centration. The stoichiometric coefficients are chosen such that the overall global step is identical

to the single-step model; thus, the effects of multiple steps and differentia] diffusion could be eva]-

uated. In order to isolate the effect of unsteadiness due to the turbulence, the Schmidt numbers of

all of the species are taken to be unity, thereby eliminating the possibility of differential diffusion.

The turbulence field is prescribed by an initial turbulent kinetic energy _pectrum

E(k) = Cog exp -2 , (1)

where k is the wavenumber, k0 is the wavenumber corresponding to the most energetic eddies, and
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u0 is the rms velocity. The initial DamkShler number,

is defined as the ratio of the turbulent eddy turnover time to a characteristic chelnical reaction time

based on the heat release; It is the turbulent integral length scale and _5/lthe flame t.hickness based

on the reaction rate w appearing in the energy equation. The initial Taylor Reynolds number of

the sinmlations is fifty, a value relevant for experimental jet flames [14]. The flame thickness is such

that flame-turbulence interactions are limited to a range of reactive and turbulence scales of the

same order of magnitude. These choices are well suited for studying the dynmnics of extinction.

In order to compare data obtained from the DNS with steady laminar diffusion flame pre-

dictions, computations were made of the steady flame structure in a Tsuji burner configuration.

The kinetic scheme and the corresponding parameters were chosen to be identical to those used in

the DNS. The boundary layer model reduces the problem to a one- dimensional boundary value

problem [15] which is solved with an algorithm that combines Newton's method and time-stepping

in order to achieve convergence [16].

Global feature of the finite-rate chemistry effects

Figure 1 is an isosurface of the instantaneous reaction rate for Model 1 illustrating the ef-

fect of the turbulence on the flame after approximately two eddy turnover times. Note that the

initially plane laminar flame has become stretched and distorted by the turbulence, and fllrther-

more, pockets of extinction have formed in regions where the flame is unable to sustain the locally

high tangential strain rates. Note that the flame in the present DNS is not sufficiently wrinkled

for iso-stoichiometric scalar surface interactions which potentially could lead to self-annihilation

through a dissipative process. Tlie effect of the flame on the turbulence is shown in Fig. 2. Note

that vorticity is unable to penetrate the flame in some locations due to viscous damping of the

turbulence by the flame. However, in regions where the vorticity is successful in penetrating the

flame, the flame is extinguished and hence the local temperature is low. Based on these global

observations of the vorticity and reaction rate fields it is no surprise that the reactive phenomena

can significantly influence small scale mixing.

Initially, several global features of the flow and flame structure were examined to determine

whether the reaction zone is consistent with the laminar flamelet picture. Since the global results
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for Model 2 are similar to that for Model 1, for sake of brevity, only tile salient rcsults for Model

1 are presented here. Further details may be found in [10]. The stoichiometric surface (Zst = 0.5)

and location of the maximum value of the reaction rate coincide. Examination of temperature and

reaction rate versus Z indicates that local extinction has occurred due to tile existence of both

large and negligible values of those quantities at the stocihiometric surface. The scalar dissipation

rate X was also found to peak at Z = Zst [10], and furthermore correlated well with the tangential

strain rate. Therefore, the extinction pockets in Fig. 2 are a result of large tangential strain rates

in the plane of the flame due to complicated vortical interactions. These global observations are

consistent with the laminar flamelet picture. However, a detailed examination of the data suggests

that Z and X are not statistically independent as is assumed by the flamelet model. Furthermore, it

was found (see [10]) that in regions where the strain rate is large, the flame tends to have zero mean

curvature, and thus one-dimensional laminar flamelets are probably a reasonable model; however,

in regions where the strain rate is low or moderate, curvature effects may need to be taken into

consideration. To summarize these observations, global statistics from the DNS results suggest that

the laminar flamelet approach to turbulent non- premixed combustion is a good model with the

limitations that the statistical dependence between Z and X and the influence of flame curvature

need to be considered. In the next section, direct comparisons between turbulent flame statistics

and laminar flame calculations are made to further evaluate the flamelet approach and its effect on

the prediction of intermediate species concentrations.

Comparison between turbulent and laminar flames

Based on their studies of one-dimensional, transient diffusion flames, Mauget al. [5] reported

that the overshoot of the intermediate concentrations observed in experiments may be attributed

to a transient effect in which local extinction followed by reignition occurs. However, Barlow and

Chen [6] pointed out that the overshoot has been observed in experiments at low enough Reynolds

number at which the probability of local extinction is very low. Indeed their transient strained flame

calculations produced results similar to [5] even when no extinction occurred. They concluded that

differential diffusion could help explain the experimental observations. Although the chemical

kinetics models used in the present study are oversimplified, they provide some additional insight

on the role of time- dependent strain rates on flame structure.

In a Lagrangian frame of reference the concentration of a fluid particle observed in the (IRA,Z)
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space is governed by •

o f 2) oY,t
(3)

dZ o f 2)oz 'a-<,)
where }_, 7).a, and coA are the mass fraction, diffusivity, and reaction rate of species A. and p

is the mixture density. According to this equation and depending on the Damk6hler number.

within a turbulent flame the concentration of a fluid particle can reach all of the values located

between the equilibrium and pure mixing limits. This is observed in gigs. 3a-b where for Da

__ 1 turbulence-induced mixing influences the location of both the fully burning and frozen flow

points for both Models 1 and 2. Note that the stoichiometric value of the mixture fraction is

Zst = 0.5 for both models. The transient response is due to the effects of diffusion at the small

scales which is affected by the turbulence modifying the instantaneous species profile and therefore

the chemical activity. Also shown in the plot are steady laminar flame predictions corresponding

to low (fully burning) and high (close to extinction) strain rates. Figure 4 shows a scatter plot

of the intermediate mass fraction YI as a flmction of Z. Note that the peak intermediate species

concentration is approximately twice that predicted by the strained laminar flame model. This

result is qualitatively consistent with OH measurements by Barlow et al. [4]. The intermediate

species I formed through the first step diffuses towards both species A and B. On the B side

(closer to Z = 0), turbulent mixing occurs leading to intermediate mass fractions much higher

than the laminar value. On the A side, since the intermediate is consumed by the second step, the

discrepancy between the DNS data and laminar prediction is lower. A detailed examination of the

databases suggests that this behavior of radical intermediates is not dependent on the appearance

of regions of extinction and/or reignition indicating that the DNS Iesults are consistent with the

simplified model of Barlow and Chen [6]. However, the exact nature of the turbulence transient is

much more complicated than the simple step change in the scalar dissipation rate imposed in [6].

To facilitate comparison between the laminar and turbulent results, the maximum reaction

rate normal to the stoichiometric surface is computed from the DNS database after two eddy

turnover times. This is presented with respect to the inverse of the scalar dissipation rate in

Fig. 5a for Model 1 and in Figs. 5b-c for Model 2. The reaction rate increases with X until a critical

value is reached at which extinction occurs. Also shown in these figures are the response curves

for a typical laminar flamelet obtained from the Tsuji-burner calculations. For Model 1 the critical

value of 1/X is approximately 0.06 for both cases; however, the corresponding peak reaction rate for

the turbulent flame is 25% higher than that for the laminar flame. Similar qualitative trends are
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observed for Model 2. At the stoichiometric surface, YA is plotted as a function of 1/X in Figs. 6a-b

for Models 1 and 2 and Yr in Fig. 6c for Model 2. Although, YA for Model 1 is consistently higher

than the laminar prediction for all values of X, Model 2 data points bracket the corresponding

laminar prediction. This is because tile peak reaction rate occurs at Z = Zst for Model 1. whereas

for Model 2, peak oal and aa2occur at locations Z < Zst and Z > Zst respectively. Consequently, at

Z = Zst, YA values straddle the laminar prediction. This is precisely the role of tile intermediate

which is produced in the first step at Z < Zs,. and consumed in tile second step at Z > Zst. Note

that YI for the turbulent case is much higher than for the steady laminar flame, consistent with

the discussion related to Fig. 4.

The trends displayed in Pigs. 5 and 6 suggest that, in the turbulent flame, deviations from

the steady laminar flame boundary are due primarily to the unsteadiness of the strain rate caused

by tile turbulence and to the turbulence-enhanced mixing which convects more reactants to the

reaction zone than in a strained laminar flamelet. Because of the transient information carried

by the turbulence, for a given value of the strain rate, the reactive species that are carried to the

reaction zone may come from points in the vicinity of the flame that correspond to a wide range

of species mass fraction values. Note in Pigs. 5a-c thai; a substantial number of ftamelets exist

for values of 1Ix less than the laminar critical value, supporting the notion that the flamelet in

a turbulent field can sustain excursions of the scalar dissipation rate above the critical laminar

value. Therefore, the interaction between finite-rate chemistry and turbulence leads to a strong

modification of the local response of the reaction rate compared with the laminar flamelet.

Conclusions

1 Direct numerical simulations (DNS) of a turbulent non-premixed flame and steady laminar

flanm calculations were performed to evaluate the various assumptions made in tile flamelet

approach to modelling turbulent flames.

2 Global flame statistics obtained from the DNS suggest that overall, laminar flamelets are

a good representation of a turbulent non-premixed flame, provided correlation between the

mixture fraction and its dissipation rate is included at low to moderate Reynolds numbers,

and curvature effects in regions of intermediate strain are properly accounted for.

3 Although the chemical kinetics models incorporated in the DNS are simple, tile results sug-

gest that overshoots in the intermediate species concentration observed in experiments may
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be attributed to time--dependent strain rates associated with the turbulent flow. Other mech-

anisms such as differential diffusion effects are currently being examined to help fully explain

discrepancies between measurements and strained laminar flame predictions.
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Figure captions

FIG. 1. Instantaneous reaction rate isosurface for Model 1 at 10% of its maximum value

after 2 initial eddy turnover times, Da = 1, Zeldovich number -_ 8.0, maximum to

minimum temperature ratio = 5.0, 129 x 65 x 65 grid. Note the pockets of extinction.

FIG. 2. Vorticity magnitude and reaction rate isocontours (equispaced contour levels) from

a 2D slice of the flow field, for Da = 1 The stoichiometric mixture fraction denoted

by the white line through the center of the figure is overlaid on the reaction rate

contours to indicate extinguished regions. Note the vorticity magnitude is near zero

across the reaction zone except in extinguished regions.

FIG. 3a. Scatter plot of mass fraction YA versus mixture fraction Z for Model 1, Da = 1.

Lines denote steady laminar flame predictions, for low and high strain rates. A:

DNS data; --: low strain rate (fully burning) ; - - -: high strain rate (close to

extinction).

FIG. 3b. Scatter plot of mass fraction YA versus mixture fraction Z for Model 2, Da = 1.

Lines denote steady laminar flame predictions, for low and high strain rates. A:

DNS data; _- low strain rate (fully burning) ; - - -" high strain rate (close to

extinction).

FIG. 4. Scatter plot of intermediate species mass fraction YI versus mixture fraction Z for

Model 2, Da = 1. Lines denote steady laminar flame predictions, for low and high

strain rates. A: DNS data; --: low strain rate (fully burning) ; - - -: high strain

rate (close to extinction).

FIG. 5a. Distribution of maximum reaction rate w (evaluated along local flame normal) with

respect to inverse scalar dissipation rate for Model 1, Da -- 1. Solid line denotes

steady laminar flame prediction.

FIG. 5b. Distribution of maximum reaction rate wl for first step (evaluated along local flame

normal) with respect to inverse scalar dissipation rate for Model 2, Da = 1, Zel-

dovich number for step 1 -- 8.0. Solid line denotes steady laminar flame prediction.
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FIG. 5c. Distribution of maximum reaction rate w2 for second step (evaluated along local

flame normal) with respect to inverse scalar dissipation rate for Model 2, Da =

1, Zeldovich number for step 2 - 2.0. Solid line denotes steady laminar flame

prediction.

FIG. 6a. Distribution of YA at stoichiometric surface with respect to inverse scalar dissipation

rate for Model 1, Da = 1. Solid line denotes steady laminar flame prediction.

FIG. 6b. Distribution of YA at stoichiometric surface with respect to inverse scalar dissipation

rate for Model 2, Da = 1. Solid line denotes steady laminar flame prediction.

FIG. 6c. Distribution of intermediate species mass fraction YI at stoichiometric surface with

respect to inverse scalar dissipation rate for Model 1, Da = 1. Solid line denotes

steady laminar flame prediction.
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FIG. 1. Instantaneous reaction rate isosurface for Model 1 at 10% of its maximum value

after 2 initial eddy turnover times, Da = 1, Zeldovich number = 8.0. ma.xinmm to

1 minimum te,nperature ratio - 5.0, 129 x 65 x 65 grid. Note the pockets of extinction.

FIG. 2. Vorticity magnitude and reaction rate isocontours (equispaced contour levels) from

a 2D slice of the flow field, for Da = 1 The stoichiometric mixture fraction denoted

by the white line through the center of the figure is overlaid on the reaction rate

contours to indicate extinguished regions. Note the vorticity magnitude is near zero

across the reaction zone except in extinguished regions.
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DNS data; --: low strain rate (fully burning) ; ---: high strain rate (close to
extinction).
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steady laminar flame prediction.
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dovich number for step 1 = 8.0. Solid line denotes steady laminar flame prediction.
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FIG. 5c. Distribution of maximum reaction rate oa2 for second step (evaluated along local

flame normal) with respect to inverse scalar dissipation rate for Model 2, Da =

1, Zeldovich number for step 2 = 2.0. Solid line denotes steady laminar flame
prediction.
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